2019 NISG General Election
Questions Regarding Intent to Run

1. Why are you running for this position?

I am running for the senator position because I want to bring more voices to the table. I believe that students' voices have power and that when gathered, there is nothing we can’t achieve. I see that in our university, we have many amazing leaders, but we struggle to connect and collaborate amongst ourselves. I want to bring people together to work on initiatives that will benefit UNI. I also want to represent students of marginalized identities in particular because diverse perspectives help our university grow.

2. Why do you believe you are qualified for this position?

I am qualified for the position of CSBS Senator because my strength is in collaboration. This previous year as senator, I found that in order for things to be accomplished, you must work together. I have worked as a senator for multiple initiatives to further the progression & value of student life. I also have much experience advocating and supporting students as a Resident Assistant and a CSS volunteer. I believe my ability to connect and be genuine offers me an advantage to advocating for students.

3. What do you believe are some important issues facing the UNI student body?

The most important issue I see on UNI’s campus is the disconnect between students and administration. I feel there needs to be more transparency and collaboration when there are decisions that affect students on this campus. Another issue is how recruitment all over this campus is handled. I feel like student & faculty climate need to be more diverse, interactive, & innovative in the methods in which we recruit.
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4. What goals would you like to accomplish in your position?

In my position as senator, I would like to create an outreach and recruitment committee within NISG. This committee would be tasked with creating unique ways for our elected students to meet with the student body in ways that generate conductive and insightful conversations. I also want this committee to affect elected students to make an active effort in recruiting diverse applicant pools into NISG so that students from all backgrounds are represented and have a voice. My goal is also to destigmatize NISG and make NISG more transparent and accessible.

5. How will you accomplish these goals?

I will accomplish these goals by collaborating with senators who are already interested in this goal to create a outreach & recruitment committee. I also aim to have CSBS town halls to make myself more accessible to my constituents and gain a more detailed understanding of student issues. If I am able to serve in this position, I will continue to be receptive and open to student concerns and what my constituents want from me as a senator.